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OUT OF THE FRYING PAN…..

T

he bankruptcy filing for Connexion,
the company servicing our Broadband and also providing telephone service to a large number of villagers,
shoved all other issues right off the table.
Unfortunately additional concerns were
generated by the ill-informed who circulated e-mails including West Coast Internet in the debacle. Yes, Connexion went
belly-up, but West Coast is NOT part of
the bankruptcy and is alive and well and
still providing internet service. The primary concern is for subscribers to Connexion’s phone system, which, for some
is their sole lifeline. As long as the phone
service is working, there is no problem,
but should there be an interruption, who
will come out to fix it?
Hindsight is always 20/20 and as expected many are now questioning “how
could this happen”? How could we have
allowed our community to be taken in by
the likes of Mr. Glen Lang, top dog in Connexion. There’s a google trail regarding
his business history: alleged fraud against
Direct TV mentioned in a worker lawsuit;
and for a more detailed follow up on his
previous encounter with the SEC check

out http://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/337916.htm Not a very good guy! Who among
us can forget the smugness of Erwin Stuller,
president of GRF when he announced their year
-long well-kept secret coup…. the snaring of
Connexion to run Broadband? Lucky us! Maybe
this will serve as a lesson to our Boards to quit
buying a pig in a poke…look before you leap
and remember the buck stops with you… so
first vet, vet, and vet again before patting yourselves on the back!
While most of the focus is on the Connexion
bankruptcy and how it will affect us and to
what degree financially, GRF advises they have
special legal counsel dealing with these concerns.
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